
Pond Microlife

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Asexual reproduction Algae Chloroplasts Amoeba

Chlorophyll Autotroph Binary fission Cilia

1. ______________ - a large and diverse group of simple, plant-like protists
ranging from unicellular to multicellular organisms

2. ______________ - a tiny, one-celled protozoan found in fresh and saltwater
habitats

3. ______________ - a type of reproduction in which only one parent is involved
to produce a new organism

4. ______________ - a living organism, such as algae, that is capable of
producing its own food; also called a producer

5. ______________ - a form of asexual reproduction in which a parent cell splits
into two identical daughter cells

6. ______________ - a green pigment found in chloroplasts of most plants and
algae which absorbs light to produce sugars during the process of
photosynthesis

7. ______________ - chlorophyll containing organelles in which light energy
from the Sun is converted into chemical energy in the form of sugar during
the process of photosynthesis

8. ______________ - hair-like projections that extend from a cell surface which
help tiny organisms move and collect food
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Pond Microlife

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Asexual reproduction Algae Chloroplasts Amoeba

Chlorophyll Autotroph Binary fission Cilia

1. algae - a large and diverse group of simple, plant-like protists ranging
from unicellular to multicellular organisms

2. amoeba - a tiny, one-celled protozoan found in fresh and saltwater
habitats

3. asexual reproduction - a type of reproduction in which only one parent
is involved to produce a new organism

4. autotroph - a living organism, such as algae, that is capable of producing
its own food; also called a producer

5. binary fission - a form of asexual reproduction in which a parent cell
splits into two identical daughter cells

6. chlorophyll - a green pigment found in chloroplasts of most plants and
algae which absorbs light to produce sugars during the process of
photosynthesis

7. chloroplasts - chlorophyll containing organelles in which light energy
from the Sun is converted into chemical energy in the form of sugar during
the process of photosynthesis

8. cilia - hair-like projections that extend from a cell surface which help tiny
organisms move and collect food
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